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Abstract

This thesis is a study displaying the connections between female characters and dragons 

in Old Norse and Middle High Germanic literature. The main associations that I examine are the 

ways that female characters and dragons share the characteristics of greed or hoarding, prophetic 

sight or supernatural power, and “monstrosity” or “Otherness.” The fundamental argument is that 

the women and dragons have common characteristics which define them as dangerous and 

thereby cause the men or heroes of the tale to feel the need to silence or depower them through 

conquest. Typically, the dragon is the barrier between the woman and the hero in these kinds of 

stories and thus the dragon is violated or slain in a manner that represents quashing of feminine 

power. I argue that the dragon is defeated as proxy to the defamation or depowering of deviant 

female characters, non-conforming women who do not follow socially accepted gender roles. 

The texts used to present these arguments are The Poetic Edda, The Volsunga Sagas and its 

prequel Ragnar’s Saga, and The Nibelungenlied. In the majority of dragon stories there is a 

direct relationship between a dragon and a female character, commonly a princess who is being 

protected or arguably kept captive by the dragon. I argue, however, that these characteristics of 

the dragon, which are imitated by female characters, can manifest metaphorically as well. In the 

texts considered in which there are no “real” or physical dragons, a woman stands in as the 

metaphorical dragon that must be defeated.
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Introduction

Dragons played an important role in early medieval society especially within 

literature. Ideas about dragons were especially important metaphorically to the Old Norse and 

early Germanic cultures, as the representations of dragons were used as creative expressions of 

societal and cultural issues throughout the medieval period. This study follows characteristics of 

medieval Norse and Germanic women (power, agency, and sexuality) and characteristics of 

dragons (greed, hoarding, fear, and “Otherness”) to the point where these two 

groupings intersect: woman as metaphorical dragon who is the victim of male violence through 

conquest. This particular research focuses initially on Old Norse sagas1 from The Poetic Edda2 3 

and The Volsunga Sagasi (compiled around 1000 CE) and then shifts to early Germanic texts 

with The Nibelungenlied (1200 CE).

ι There ate three categories that distinguish the sagas as set out by Jenny Jochens’ in her essay “Old Norse Sources": 
the first are contemporary sagas written around 1100 CE whose authors lived in that same period such as Sturlunga 
Saga and the episcopal sagas which focus around political events and issues in the twelfth- and thirteenth-century 
Iceland. The second contains mainly the Norwegian kings’ sagas that center on the period from 850 CE to 1100 CE. 
The third contains the sagas of ancient times before 850 CE written furthest from their origins, as they were the last 
to be completed of all the sagas (157). This last grouping comprises the sagas that will be concentrated on in this 
thesis.
2 The Poetic Edda is a manuscript written down in about 1270 CE containing twenty-nine poems. The subjects of 
the poems range from mythology to heroic legend. Some of these are originally from the Viking Age and, through 
oral tradition, had survived to be written down by the Icelandic peoples between approximately 1100 CE and 1200 
CE; others, more controversially, were written down much later but are likely based on older tales (Jesch 134). The 
dating of the Eddic poetry remains a controversial issue for specialist in the field of Old Norse/Viking studies (Jesch 
134).
3 The Saga of the Volsungs was written around 1250 CE by an intbrmed Icelandic author. The earliest manuscript in 
which the tales survived was written around 1400 CE. This manuscript includes the “sequel" to The Saga oj the 
Volsungs, the Saga of Ragnar Lodbrok, which is thought to have been written about fifty years after the original 
(Crawford ix).

WOMEN, HEROES, AND DRAGONS IN NORSE AND GERMANIC TRADITIONS

Many researchers on Old Norse topics have made the claim that there is a distinct 

connection between the myth of Old Norse and Old Icelandic sagas and tales and the social 

realities of women’s lives during the time periods portrayed. As Jenny Jochens asserts: 
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“Although mythical occurrences and phenomena need not be direct or even indirect reflections 

of society, there must have been some original experience—a distorted memory or a dream of an 

experience—that enabled the first teller of a myth to conceive the story” (159). The arguments 

put forth in this thesis accept Jochens’ assertion that the myths or tales must have intersected 

with the realities of life during the Old Norse and Middle High Germanic time period and, thus, 

portrayed a mixture of the realities of life when the tale began being shared orally and those 

when it was written down. Furthermore, J.R.R. Tolkien argues in his essay, “Beowulf: The 

Monsters and the Critics” that it is important to view such texts as Beowulf 4 and sagas as more 

than merely historical texts (104). The intersection between the literary value of a poem or saga 

and its cultural and historical importance lies within the figurative usage and importance of its 

themes to the contemporary audience. Dragons as well as other creatures appear in sagas with a 

certain set of qualities and characteristics. Armann Jakobsson in his essay, “Enter the Dragon: 

Legendary Saga Courage and the Birth of the Hero”, states that mythical beasts must always 

have a function within a tale: “a symbolic meaning and a narrative purpose” (34), which is 

analogous to how women have a particular set of potential roles and narrative purpose within a 

tale. Ann Mary Rasmussen similarly notes that an important feature of medieval hero tales is 

that women frequently take on secondary roles,

4 Comparably, these texts are within the same vein as Beowulf an Old English poem written down by a Christian 
monk during the transitional period of England which is a version of an older heroic epic poem from the oral 
traditions. Beowulf and Beowulf’s bane arc also the most comparable characters to Sigurd and Fafnir can be used as 
another prime example of the hero and dragon cycle as expressed by the Old Norse sagas.

Women in medieval epics, for example, are usually defined in relation to the hero. 

As mother, princess, beloved, or opponent hero, women play important roles, but 

they often remain, narratively, speaking, places, obstacles, test through which the 

hero must pass in order to fulfill his destiny (qtd. by Koplowitz-Brier 14).
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This is the case for the women in the texts discussed herein; they and the dragons in the stories 

are merely tasks, tests, or sites in relation to the heroes, all of whom are dragon-slayers in the 

texts discussed.

Dragons are a rare feature within any tale, and according to Tolkien, there are only two 

dragons of consequence in the medieval tradition, “we have but the dragon of the Volsungs, 

Fafnir, and Beowulf’s bane” (109). Both Fafnir and Beowulf’s bane are significant figures 

within their respective heroes’ tales and are thematically and metaphorically important; to that 

end, they are used as points of reference within this thesis. Along with the dragons of 

significance, there are considered to be only two (three, if Beowutf is counted) main dragon

slayers: Sigurδ Fafnisbani and Ragnar Loδbrok (Jakobsson 37). These heroes are set apart 

because of the greatness of the dragons they slay. While these heroes are important characters, 

typically being the main figure in a particular tale, throughout this discussion they will be 

considered only as they relate to the women and dragons in their stories and as they help to 

highlight the commonalities between them. To begin this discussion of the connections between 

the representations of women and dragons, it is essential to note the close relationships that can 

exist between women and dragons in this tradition.

Women commonly let dragons protect them or are involuntarily protected by dragons in 

Norse tales. This relationship dynamic is described as “conspicuous in context” by Birgitta 

Johansen, because many women are also compared to jewelry (85). For example, the goddess 

Freja’s own daughters, Hross and Gersimi, are named after gems (Johansen 85). Using this 

metaphor, women can be seen as both something that dragons might wish to protect as well as 

something that, in greed or desire, heroes might want to procure. A popular image is the dragon 

as hoarder which usually goes hand-in-hand with greed. In Fora’s story in Ragnar ,s Saga, her 
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dragon acts as a protector, a guardian of chastity, and a hoarder of sexuality and marriage-ability. 

This image of the dragon has a long tradition. For example, in Dragons, Serpents, and Slayers in 

the Classical and Early Christian Worlds, Daniel Ogden cites a tale from around 100 CE 

concerning a dead woman who is saved from violation by a dragon (204). The woman, Drusiana, 

has given up sex for her faith, but Callimachus, her would-be suitor, is obsessed with her and 

sends her love letters which, in turn, causes her to become sick and eventually die (204). 

Callimachus still wishes to lie with her, but before he can do so a dragon appears and sits on him 

(204). There are also stories involving a dragon manifesting to guard the body of a dead hero 

such as Heraclides, Aeneas, Scipio Africanus, and Cleomenes III of Sparta (206). These 

representations of dragon as guardian and dragon as hoarder of purity are not negative portrayals, 

though the depiction of dragon as hoarder has been used in many negative ways as well.5 6

5 One of the first accounts of' dragons according to David Badke in "The Medieval Bestiary Online" originated from 
Pliny the Elder in the first century CE and mainly refers to dragons as killers of elephants in India. Isidore of Seville 
around 600 CE says of the dragon that it does not have poison because it does not need it to kill, but rather kills by 
entanglement (The Medieval Bestiary Online). These first two accounts are rather moderate in their descriptions, but 
over time the depictions of dragons throughout Medieval Europe became more diverse, ascribing many negative and 
positive attributes to the dragon. In Hugo de Foliet's account from the mid-twelfth century, he states that dragons are 
analogous to the devil in that they attempt to violate the chastity of the pure just as Satan persecuted Jesus "the 
guardian of chastity" (The Medieval Bestiary Online). Foliet's portrayal is also the first to mention dragons’ having 
poisoning abilities (The Medieval Bestiary Online). In “The Medieval Bestiary Online” the dragon is said to be the 
greatest enemy to the elephant as it hides behind a tree and waits for the elephant to pass so that it can jump out and 
coil its tail around the elephant, strangling it to death. This imagery can be perceived as allegorical: the dragon as sin 
coils itself around the unsuspecting Christian.
6 The conversion to Christianity swept through Scandinavia <ζ^νιι^ίπβ ninth and tenth century. When Christianity 
started to win out over the former paganism or "Norse Mythology" the only option was to convert to keep up with 
the times. This is what Iceland did in the early eleventh century when missionaries came from Norway. In Gunnar 
Karlsson's The History of Iceland he says that the account of the Christianization of Iceland is by Ari Porgilsson in 

Of course, these accounts come from southern Europe: Italy, Spain, and France where 

Christianity was much more prolific at the time than in England, Scandinavia, and Iceland. 

England was still struggling with its pre-Christian and Christian identities in the early 500 CE to 

700 CE when Burton Raffel in his introduction estimates Beowulfwas written (x). Iceland only 

started to become Christianized around 1000 CE6 where The Poetic Edda was compiled by an 
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unknown author in 1270 CE with most of the stories predating the conversion to Christianity 

(xi). The idea that dragons may have symbolic importance would not have been far-fetched to 

the late medieval audience (Jakobsson 24). The importance of the symbolic meaning of dragons 

developed within the shifting religious ideologies of the time as northern Europe became 

Christianized much later than the rest of Europe. The Christianization of Iceland and Scandinavia 

happened right before and around the time of the compilation of the sagas that will be focused 

on. Whereas the German texts that will be analyzed are within a likely already Christianized 

society whose struggle more probably to revolves around the gap between Christian ideals and 

honorific and heroic pursuits. One of the main struggles between the Christianized world and the 

pagan past in both Old Norse and early Germanic society is the heroic tradition. Another 

important point, but one that will not be expounded upon greatly within this thesis, is that many 

of the Norse poets were firmly rooted in the pagan past while others, who lived nearest to the 

transition between the pre-existing religion and Christianity, expressed a conflicting view of 

religiosity (Jochens 161). The texts that will comprise the arguments of this chapter were first 

penned during the transition and so it is possible that there is a Christian influence, and thus such 

texts as the Volsunga Sagas cannot be used to represent purely pagan ideologies or be analyzed 

as strictly pagan myths (Jochens 160-1).

LADIES AND DRAGONS: PORA, KRIEMHILD, AND BRUNHILD

5

his Book of the Icelanders (The “P” used in the name Porgilsson comes from a “P” looking character that sounds 
more like a “th.” See note 9, pg. 6) the date of conversion was thought to be either in the year 999 or 1000: the 
actual date is still uncertain for Ari stated that it was 1,000 years after the birth of Christ which would be year 1000, 
but it was possible that his calendar started on September Pt which would put it in the year 999 (Karlsson 34).



The Old Norse saga tradition is a well-defined starting point for the literary and cultural 

importance of women and dragons in early medieval literature. The Saga of the Volsungs through 

the Saga of Ragnar Lodbrok tells the tale of seven generations of one family (Crawford ix). 

Commonly, a saga will focus on a particular hero or a family of related heroes. The Volsungs, 

for example, are a family sprouting from the hero Volsung7 where last names in the medieval 

Norse tradition arise either from being royalty or being an outstanding family and not from 

inheritance (Crawford x)8. Sigurd9, a central character mentioned throughout this thesis, is 

married to Gudrun and is intimately connected to Brynhild, the wife of Guδrun's brother, 

Gunnar. In the Volsunga Sagas version of Sigurd’s tale, he has a child out of wedlock with 

Brynhild named Aslaug. Aslaug marries another important hero figure in the cycle, Ragnar. 

Before Ragnar marries Aslaug, he marries the princess, bora. Pora will be discussed in the first 

chapter of this thesis.

7 Son of Rerir, father of Sigmund and Signy. Also see family tree in notes/figures.
8 Patronyms, or names ending in -son, are used in the Norse tradition to indicate that the person is in fact the son of 
the man named (Crawford x). Thus, Sigmund is both Sigmund the Volsung and Sigmund Volungsson.
9 Sigurd is pronounced SIG-urth, with the ending d sounding as the th in breathe, not breath and the accent is always 
on the first syllable of the word (Crawford xxix).

The first chapter discusses Pora from The Volsunga Sagas who lives with a “real”, rather 

than metaphorical, dragon who protects her and grows bigger the longer she owns it. As the 

dragon becomes larger it also simultaneously becomes more of a nuisance. The main argument 

regarding this text treats the dragon as a physical symbol of the growing fear of unmarried 

women. When the hero comes to kill the dragon and win bora's hand in marriage, the death of 

the dragon appears to represent the conquering of female power and governance over female 

sexuality. The second chapter focuses on The Nibelungenlied and the tales of GubrunzKriemhild 

and Brynhild/Brunhild. The discussion concentrates on theories of female monstrosity and its 

relation to bestial monstrosity (dragons). The “monstrous woman” motif comes into play with 
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both main characters: Kriemhild∕Guδrun (vengefulness and violence) and BrunhilcZBrynhild 

(queenly strength). Each of these examples displays essential ways in which women and dragons 

are comparable characters within literature, especially medieval literature. In the following 

chapters, the comparable characteristics and roles of dragons and women within the context of 

medieval Norse and Germanic culture will be analyzed.

7
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Chapter 1

Dragons and Women as Sites of Violence

Although Old Norse texts may have been influenced by earlier traditions from Antiquity 

and the Late Roman Period, the Norse cultural and social ideologies were mainly self-contained, 

which is apparent within the Norse literature regarding women and dragons (Jochens 160-161). 

Johanna Katrin Fridriksdottir in her book Women in Old Norse Literature: Bodies, Words, and 

Power asserts that the way female characters function in Old Norse and Icelandic texts is a clear 

representation of the anxieties and desires of the general population, primarily those surrounding 

men’s vulnerability and frustration with women's access to and employment of power (1). The 

roles of the female body within Old Norse and Old Icelandic sagas shows how “women’s bodies 

become sites of violence in the struggle for power between social groups, and in constructing 

heteronormative behavior” (FriSriksdottir 12). The arguments presented by FriSriksdSttir about 

women’s words, bodies, and power are central to this discussion since both women’s and 

dragon’s words, bodies, and power are interchangeable in many ways. On account of this 

overlap, women and dragons become sites of violence. This chapter will examine, firstly, the 

relationship between the hero and the dragon particularly in “The Lay of Fafnir” from The Poetic 

Edda, and secondly, the relationship between bora and her dragon in The Volsunga 

SagasRagnarS Saga. Jeffrey Cohen argues that the fear and disgust of monsters both “attracts 

and fascinates” and unusually in Old Norse culture the monster is gendered female 

(FriSriksdottir 76). Violence was imbedded in Medieval Norse and Icelandic society as a formula 

for authority, which explains the use of force toward all forms of vulnerability; vulnerable bodies 

display the “abjection” of monstrous bodies and thus these weaknesses, tabooed ideas of 

sexuality, and transgressive behaviors must be subdued (FriSriksdottir 77). In this regard, the 
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woman and the dragon have much more in common in Old Norse literature than previously 

understood. Both of these tales from the early saga tradition exemplify the ways in which female 

characters and dragons hold overlapping roles and intersecting characteristics, especially in 

relation to their bodies’ conquer-ability by the hero, their prophetic sight and connections to 

magic, and position as “the Other”.

WOMEN, DRAGONS, AND THE “OTHER”

The monstrous and “the Other,” in literary theory, have held many synonymous features.

“The Other” in Norse literature represents “repressed and abjected” human qualities according to 

FriSriksdottir (1); in other words, “the Other'' represents undesirable traits and qualities which 

are associated with humanity, but with which people do not want to be associated. As the Old 

Norse and Old Icelandic society transforms into a Christianized society, “the Other'' embodies 

the traits which society wants to demonize. As such, the dragon has two conceptions: one, the 

draconitas, which is the personification of evil, not excluding the common associations of malice 

and greed; and two, the draco, which is the representation of the indiscriminate evil of life 

(Tolkien 114). Generally, both representations are present in any particular instance of a hero 

facing a dragon. Of the three dragons focused on herein, the only instance in which a dragon 

represents the purely draco manifestation is Beowulf’s bane. Even in this instance, it is human’s 

greed which calls forth the dragon as a servant steals from the dragon’s lair, and then it is 

human’s sense of vengeance and conquest which brings Beowulf to face off with the dragon.

Monsters, by many critics including Dana Oswald in her introduction to Monsters, 

Gender and Sexuality in Medieval English Literature, are considered to be hybrid creatures, 

which serve as commentary on the growing fear of the blurred line between animals and humans 
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(4). Comparatively, Jakobsson makes a differentiation between the monster, which is considered 

the complete “Other”, and the monster, which functions as the human double, a speaking 

monster or a monster that shares other noticeable human features (49). Fafnir is categorized as 

one of these monsters who acts as double, as Fafnir used to be a man and thus is more closely 

related to humans than other dragons (Jakobsson 49). Also, Fafnir is related to the heroes Sigurδ 

and Regin in the Saga of the Volsungs.

Monsters, like dragons, can hold many human characteristics and features such as 

speaking; in this respect, they are a gray area where bodily abnormalities and sexuality are 

considered common motifs and sometimes are compared to subversive female characters, 

especially those who do not conform to societal standards. FriSriksdottir discusses how 

monstrous bodies indicate many kinds of alterity including sexual, racial, or cultural which 

justifies their exclusion from the norm and their tendency to fall victim to others violence (61). 

Scholars tend to associate monsters with forces of nature against culture and the social 

hegemonic order, thereby causing the inevitability of their need to be conquered by saga heroes 

(FriSriksdottir 60). For these reasons dragons' and women's bodies can become sites of violence 

in the struggle for power and dominance. Dragons are represented similarly to women in the 

sagas in that they become said sites of violence. They either take part in the struggle for power 

over women's bodies or are the representative body that is defiled as proxy. Johansen states that 

dragons are ultimately sexless, yet they are the “boundary physical and/or cognitive and 

transitional zone” between the feminine and the masculine (96). They are also considered to be 

the mediator and the connection between the masculine and feminine as the dragon holds both 

sets of traits and, traditionally, is a physical barrier between the male (conqueror) and the female 

(damsel) (Johansen 96). Of course, the dragon is a site of violence synonymously with the 
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woman or treasure that is being conquered by the hero, because the dragon has to be conquered 

as well. In this way, the dragon and woman experience a stronger connection than the hero or 

man and the dragon.

Medieval history and texts are filled with binaries of masculine versus feminine in ways 

that may seem extreme to a modern audience. These norms for the sexes were put in place “to 

prescribe and proscribe behavior” for each sex (Oswald 10). Per the typical understanding of sex 

and gender, “sex” is biological and “gender” is “more amorphous” and, potentially, culturally 

constructed due to the constraints of society (Oswald 8). Oswald makes a point that many 

cultural scholars treat “sex” as an easily identifiable entity and in turn make “gender” the more 

ambiguous (9). Making assumptions and having expectations about gender, or sex for that 

matter, can be harmful even within literature in which many of the exceptions that appear in real 

life blossom within the mind. However, in medieval times the normativity of sex even for 

heterosexuality did not exist and in this respect the binary of gender both “resists and reiterates 

social mores much like monstrosity” (Oswald 11). Expressly, the connection between the 

monstrous body and the sexually, transgressive body are closely linked bringing subversive, 

“monstrous” women to the intersection with the character of the dragon.

In accordance with Carol Clover’s theory of medieval gender roles, the medieval 

Icelandic and Norse society was majorly a “one-sex society” based on a distinction between 

those holding power—mainly men and a few women—and the rest of the population: the 

powerless, mostly women, children, and the elderly, slaves, and what remained of the men, 

usually, the disenfranchised (qtd. by FriSriksdottir 7). Essentially, women’s lives as well as those 

of other powerless characters in literature were ruled by the powerful class, namely men. For this 

very reason, many female characters as well as “monstrous” ones are treated in misogynistic 
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ways; where “untamed natural forces” and subversive women merge is the threat that must be 

subdued and conquered by men to sustain the status quo (FriSriksdottir 65). Women’s roles in 

tales and sagas are largely defined by the demarcation of their sex and their existing roles within 

society, which displays the importance of the construct of the gendered body (FriSriksdottir 9). 

The dragon, in some ways, has more availability in its roles because it is so divisive in character 

and divergent in body, whereas women are restricted by their relationship to men. Once the 

dragon enters the tale and comes into direct conflict with the hero whether willingly or 

unwillingly, it becomes defined by its relationship with the hero; likewise, the woman is defined 

by her relationship to the hero within his journey.

The connection between man and woman is woman as victim protected by dragon and 

fire and man as aggressor (Johansen 87). Johansen asserts that the man has to show himself to be 

worthy by facing a great danger or evil (87); in this he represents the active and external life. 

Yet, the woman is usually displayed as the stationery figure, symbolizing the internal life and 

passivity, such as the home and the earth (Johansen 88). Woman is associated with the fire as it 

represents the domestic hearth and that which gives life (Johansen 88). The life that women 

represent equates to the unseen life, that which is hidden. As Johansen explains, women are in 

closer relation with the beginning and end of life and men with that which happens between birth 

and death, the visible side of life (88). The fire or poison-spewing is one of the dragon’s greatest 

strengths, just as the fire in representation of woman’s power of life and death are her greatest 

powers. FriSriksdottir points out that a woman’s main power or “tool” is through her words and 

that her other recourse is within magic (10). Similarly, the dragon’s powers are fear, poison or 

fire, and words. Johansen expresses this power as the great ambiguity of both women and 

dragons and one of their many metaphorical similarities. An example that will be discussed in 
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greater length in the next chapter is Guδrun in The Volsunga Saga who burns her husband and 

then her children in a great fire and thus ends the family line, and comparably Gudrun’s 

counterpart Kriemhild in the Nibelungenlied taking vengeance on her brothers and killing her 

son with Etzel.

Another connection between the characteristics and traits of women and dragons is their 

ability regarding sight and prophesy. Johansen discusses the significance of stalks or staffs as the 

separation between man and woman in old Viking period artwork and how she believes these 

symbols are synonymous with the dragon as the Midgardsormr10, the great world serpent, is 

commonly called Jormungandr which is generally interpreted as: “The great staff," or “The 

mighty staff’ (86). There is also a connection to magic with the volva, a prophetic seeress, from 

the poem the VolsupJ, or the “Vision of Sybil," who is said to be able to see into the beyond and 

forecast the destiny of humans, mainly the Norse gods, Ragnarok (Johansen 86). The word volva 

itself is derived from volr (noun, “a rounded staff’) meaning stav (noun, “staff, pole, pillar, pillar 

of light”) connecting the volva with the serpent, who is said to move underneath the ground, that 

which is hidden from man (Johansen 86). An observation by Tacitus (c. 56-120 CE), which was 

notable enough to be recorded, was that Germans ascribed sacred and prophetic abilities to 

women and that men had to rely on women’s advice and forecasts (Jochens 162), which also 

carries over to Old Norse Sagas. An example being the goddess Freya's special knowledge that 

was meant to be transmitted to men and gods alike (Jochens 162). Freya’s magic and powers, 

seidr, were considered exclusively the domain of women in Norse mythology (Fridriksdottir 49). 

Supernatural powers and foresight are as common in female characters as they are in dragons.

10 Midgardsormr or Joimiungaridr is the middle child of Loki and the giantess. Angrboda (The Prose Edda 43). 
Loki’s three children were taken by Oden at which point Jormungandr was thrown into the ocean and continued to 
grow until he surrounded the world, grasping his own tail (The Prose Edda 43).
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One of the most well-known prophetic dragons is Fafnir from the Old Norse and Old Icelandic 

saga traditions.

“THE BIRTH OF THE HERO:” SIGURD, FAFNIR, AND THE POWER OF FEAR

References to Sigurδ,s tale and the portrayal of his defeat of the dragon, Fafnir, appear in 

many texts including Beowulf, the Nibelungenlied, Snorra Edda, Thidreks saga, and The 

Volsunga saga (Jakobsson 39). “The Lay of Fafnir” in The Poetic Edda relays the scene between 

Fafnir and Sigurδ following the act of stabbing Fafnir incited by his uncle, Regin11. Fafnir and 

Sigurδ exchange conversation, much of which is a riddle. After Fafnir perishes from his wound, 

Sigurδ cuts out his heart and roasts it over a fire (The Poetic Edda 162). Whilst cooking the 

heart, he touches it, burning his finger he puts it in his mouth (The Poetic Edda 162). From the 

action of touching the dragon’s heart’s blood to his tongue, he realizes he understands the 

language of the birds (The Poetic Edda 162). The birds, nuthatches11 12, forecast Sigurδ,s uncle 

Regin’s betrayal. After receiving this information, Sigurδ takes up his sword and slays Regin 

(The Poetic Edda 164). The following quote is an example of the dragon’s foresight and 

prophetic abilities that Fafnir offers before he dies:

11 Regin is brother to Fafnir and Otter, son of Hreiδmar. He raises Sigurδ in the kingdom of Alf and forges Sigurd's 
sword for him, as he is a smith in trade (Crawford 143).
12 According to Crawford, these birds that converse and share knowledge with Sigurδ are not nuthatches but rather 
white wagtails, Motacilla alba, a black and white bird about the size of a mockingbird (xii).

Sigurδ with a warning before he dies:

Spiteful words you think you hear in everything

but I’ll tell you one thing true:

the resounding gold and the glowing red treasure, 

those rings will be your death (The Poetic Edda 159).
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Sigurδ defeats the dragon and achieves his vengeance, yet he does not heed Fafnir's warning and 

still gives in to the temptation of greed by taking the treasure for himself (The Poetic Edda 161). 

Fafnir also alerts Sigurδ to Regin's impending betrayal, but Sigurδ does not listen to that warning 

either. Instead, Sigurδ hacks off Regin's head after he considers the nuthatches’ advice (The 

Poetic Edda 163). Birds are said to give wisdom, yet even still, they counsel him to take all the 

treasure for himself, which he does, but that is part of Fafnir's prophecy coming to fruition. The 

“rings” or treasure, as Fafnir advised, are his death. Sigurδ's death is imminent, not as close at 

hand as Beowulf's after the defeat of his dragon; however, it is in the making as Sigurδ's heroic 

deed ends, and he gives into the greed for treasure similarly to the dragon.

Jakobsson, in his article “Enter the Dragon,” makes many important arguments 

concerning dragons as the embodiment of fear and how they help to incite heroism. He further 

points out that the idea of dragons acting as midwives to heroism is not an original one (37). Of 

course, fear is an important element to any heroic adventure tale. In Jakobsson’s article, Sigurδ at 

the time of killing Fafnir is a teenager, a youth, and disinterested in killing a dragon or being 

heroic (41). Sigurδ is reluctant to kill Fafnir, but he does so because he wants to keep his promise 

to Regin. Sigurδ is portrayed as being disinterested in killing the dragon, and rather than lacking 

the courage to go up against the dragon, he even claims to be without fear (Jakobsson 41). Sigurδ 

is described as childish in many of his dealings, though he does wish to avenge his father, which 

is his one desire throughout the early part of the Volsunga Sagas (Jakobsson 41). Sigurδ appears 

in the Lay as between childhood and manhood, which suggests he has not yet gone through any 

sort of initiation. The feat of killing Fafnir, however, is deemed the climactic point in his life 

after which he is described as manly. Killing Fafnir is Sigurδ,s one main claim to fame.
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In a discussion of the constructs in Old Norse society on women and power, 

FriSriksdottir cites sociologist Max Weber’s theories of power and domination (8). Weber 

describes power (Machf) as “in the broadest sense as every imposition of a person’s or group’s 

will, in every conceivable range of situations within a ‘social relationship,’ regardless of what 

premises lie beneath this, or where this imposition meets any opposition or not” (qtd. by 

FriSriksdottir 8). Weber further defines domination as a narrower concept, Herrschaff also 

translated “rule,” as the probability of a specific group or person obeying another party’s explicit 

demands (FriSriksdottir 9). Power assumes that one party should dominate and rule over another 

party’s actions. FriSriksdottir discusses how women use speech as a way of reclaiming their 

subjectivity and autonomy (10). Women’s bodies are a contentious point between the ruling class 

(i.e. men and religious leaders) and women’s autonomy as there was a prescribed understanding 

in medieval times of how women should act, dress, and use their bodies. If a woman were to act 

in a way that conflicted with these prescribed behaviors, then she would become a threat to 

society, a breaker of the boundaries set forth by society. Sexuality was the main area of discord 

regarding women’s bodies. Sexuality and women’s sexual purity were (and still are for that 

matter) held to a high standard and, in Old Norse and Icelandic sagas, tales of sexual violence 

demonstrate ways to perform dominance over and enforce subservience of women (FriSriksdottir 

11). Another point of contention is when a woman in any way negates a male protagonist’s 

masculine supremacy whether it is through strength, prowess, or courage within a narrative (29). 

A woman in the sagas can be wise, resourceful, and independent as long as she does not interfere 

with masculine dominance (FriSriksdottir 29).

Violence against monsters is typically related physically and figuratively in a way that 

subjugates the “one cultural body by another by writing the body without personhood and agency 
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as in every way different, monstrous (FriSriksdottir 66). This violence against monstrous bodies 

tends to happen in very distinctive ways such as penetration by sword or spear in “the eyes, 

genitals, or armpit as indicative of a displaced vagina” (FriSriksdottir 66). This interpretation by 

FriSriksdottir presents the fight against a monster or a dragon as a transferred domination of 

transgressive feminine behavior or sexuality and the fear associated with the monster that is a 

woman who does not follow the socially -engineered roles. Women who stepped outside of the 

expected passive, sexual roles were clearly understood as “monstrous” and they were thought to 

receive their just rewards for their behavior through mutilation or death (FriSriksdottir 69). The 

violent responses in literature are obviously a form of regulative discourse; a warning against 

untoward and transgressive conduct (FriSriksdottir 69).

Generally speaking, Fafnir is considered to be androgynous, yet according to Oswald 

monsters exceed the boundaries of humanity and this is in terms of their sex and gender as well 

as in bodily form (10). Arguably, SigurS’s childishness represents his disinterest in women as he 

has not reached puberty and thus remains disinterested in “conquering” others (Jakobsson 41). 

His sexuality has not reached fruition and, according to the medieval sense of what he should be 

as a “man,” he has not come into himself. Yet, is constantly goaded to kill the dragon by Regin. 

The climactic moment of killing the dragon becomes the symbolic stand-in for a first sexual 

encounter or losing his virginity, another moment that is described as initiation into manhood. 

The way in which Fafnir’s death is described is not necessarily sexual in nature, yet the act itself 

could easily be construed as similar to rape. SigurS digs a hole in the path where Fafnir walks 

from his lair to the watering hole, so that when Fafnir heads to drink SigurS can easily reach up 

and stab him in the underside with his sword from below (Volsunga Sagas13 31).

13 The Saga of the Volsungas with The Saga of Ragnar Lothbrok translated by Jackson Crawford.
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The lack of fear in the youthful character represents more an inane lack of understanding 

of the ways of the world and the powers that are not controllable, such as the inevitable death of 

humanity. Sigurδ comes to realizations about his humanity and mortality after killing Fafnir 

through Fafnir’s own foretelling and prophecy about Regin’s deception and SigurS’s bane in the 

treasure. Youth does not have fear, thus fear can be vanquished by youth; therefore, overcoming 

the fear of the dragon means its (the dragons) automatic destruction (Jakobsson 45). Yet, there is 

no ultimate destruction of the fear of women which is disputably another major quest that heroes 

often undertake. In this way, heroes’ conquests may be representative of the desire to vanquish 

opposition whether it be literally threatening, such as dragons, or superfluously threatening, such 

as the strength and capability of women.

Other critics of The Volsunga Sagas and the scene of Sigurδ and Fafnir have argued that 

the dragon does not represent fear so much as it represents ultimate greed (Jakobsson 44). 

Dragons and their gold, generally, come together as a package; but what Jakobsson argues, 

which is an important point for the purposes of the present argument, is that dragons represent 

not only their own greed but also the greed of others. In other words, the dragon is the 

embodiment of its own greed and others’ fear (44). Greed and gold or jewels go hand in hand, 

just as women and frivolity and pettiness are often portrayed in medieval literature. Thus, 

dragons are as desirous of fine or shiny objects as humans are of wealth and luxury. Just as greed 

and power are essential to the identity of the dragon, fear is essential to the medieval man’s 

identity (Jakobsson 45). Fear, an important emotion to understanding the medieval population, is 

commonly expressed in vulnerability and loss of power. Jakobsson notes that there are many 

kinds of fear, but that which is invoked by dragons, fear of supernatural danger, is especially 

difficult for the hero to deal with because the concept of the unknown is closely related to “the 
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feeling of impotence that characterizes strong physical fear” (46). The dragon is the fear of death 

itself as it is most clearly portrayed in Beowulf. Thus, Jakobsson argues that the best person to 

face the dragon is a youth who is the farthest from death, full of courage, and lacking in fear 

(46). Beowulf’s fight with his dragon demonstrates what happens when a hero who is past his 

prime engages with a dragon: the hero dies. In this way the dragon-slaying tale is either seen as 

the birth of the hero or the death of the hero; it either brings his fame or places him in the ground 

(Jakobsson 47).

It is obvious that terror or fear is necessary for elements to the dragon-slaying tales as the 

sagas emphasize how terrifying Fafnir is. He even, unironically, wears a “Helmet of Fear” 

(Jakobsson 43). As Jakobsson comments, it is no accident that fear is a constant topic in both 

“The Lay of Fafnir” and in Ragnar’s saga in which Fora’s dragon is killed. The account of 

Fora’s dragon will be discussed below, as it is a key to the understanding of the connection 

between women and the two dragons (43). Fafnir rules by fear more so than power or poison 

(Jakobsson 43), thus the “Helmet of Fear”. In their relationship to fear, the dragon and the 

woman have similarities as well. The connections in regards to the “fear factor” will be discussed 

in more depth with the section on Ragnar and Pora, but generally speaking, the terror of dragons 

is inherent just as the medieval fears of women’s power and sexuality are inherent. Another point 

of note is how the powers of dragons as poison and magical powers, which were both feared 

abilities throughout the Middle Ages (Jakobsson 44) are also the powers of women.

Jakobsson discusses the metaphorical importance of the conversation between Sigurδ and 

Fafnir after SigurrYs stabbing of the dragon. The conversation between Sigurδ and Fafnir 

revolves mainly around paternity including the midwives or norns (witches) who would help 

women give birth (48). This conversation is part of the reason for the connection of the dragon as 
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“birther” of the hero. Jakobsson makes the argument that Fafnir becomes a paternal figure to 

Sigurδ because he, firstly, is technically Sigurδ,s uncle being brother to Regin and Sigurδ's 

foster-father, and secondly, because he is the making of a hero (48). Fafnir is thus moved from 

the “monster as other” category to the “monster as human” or “monster as self’ category where 

the fear of the monster resides more in the fact that the “other” so closely imitates the self 

(Jakobsson 48). Another “being” that replicates the human man is, according to medieval 

standards, the lesser counterpart, the human woman.

Arguably, the idea of the dragon as “birther” of the hero more closely relates to the 

maternal than the paternal aspects of the dragon figure as birth is associated with women not 

men—and the main reason Jakobsson refers to Fafnir as a father figure is because he literally 

was a man before he was turned into a dragon. Now that Fafnir is a dragon, he has very 

feminine/womanly attributes such as spitting poison, prophetic sight, and potentially, magic. 

Most importantly, he is feared greatly, which as noted above can also be the reaction to the 

subversive female character. Just like the female characters often possess the power of life and 

death, Fafnir, as a dragon, possesses the power to slay a hero or not. He may also give the hero 

insight into his impending death. Fafnir, therefore, is forced to fight through womanly means 

since he gave up his “manly” power by giving in to faults (e.g. greed and vengeance). He 

becomes an embodiment of fear and representative of man’s fear of impotence. Jakobsson makes 

the argument that, Fafnir, in discussing midwives (norns) and paternity with Sigurδ, is 

referencing his own paternity toward the child, Sigurδ (“The Lay of Fafnir” 159). However, as 

previously stated, these references are more closely linked to Fafnir or the dragon’s similitude 

with the female birther: woman. Furthermore, as the midwives or norns are themselves 
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considered to be witches, or non-conforming female characters who bring children into the 

world, Fafnir, as a similarly non-conforming character, acting as mother births SigiuxYs heroism. 

bORA AND HER DRAGON

As previously discussed, the dragon and the female characters in a dragon-slaying story 

hold similar positions in two ways: firstly, that the hero tries to pursue and conquer them, and 

secondly, that like the dragon, women give advice and predict the future events for the hero 

character. These examples are displayed through characters such as bora and Aslaug who 

become wives of Ragnar, Sigurδ's son-in-law, in the sequel to The Volsunga Sagas, The Saga of 

Ragnar Lodbrok (Larrington 53). The iyngormrV. which is a similar kind of dragon to Fafnir but 

smaller, is a guardian to bora (Larrington 58). Arguably, the dragon that protects bora is the 

guardian of her chastity. bora’s dragon is given to her by her father as a gift. Originally, it was a 

very small dragon. However, as bora feeds it and adds gold to its horde, it begins to grow. The 

dragon is friendly to bora and the man who brings it food every day. The dragon’s only fault is 

that it has become a nuisance indirectly as its cattle consumption threatens the livelihood of the 

nearby settlements (Larrington 55). This dragon is not aggressive like Beowulf's dragon, yet the 

villagers and bora’s father, the Jarl of Gautland, feels the need to extricate the dragon from bora 

and offers up bora and the hoard gold to anyone who can defeat the dragon (Larrington 55). 

Thus, Ragnar enters the story as the youth who has come to slay the lyngormr, procure bora’s 

hand in marriage, and gain fame.

As bora grows into womanhood, the dragon too grows larger as if representative of her 

own growth into a dangerous, subversive woman that needs to be conquered (Crawford 89). As 

14 Larringlon asserts liιal tfιis (ormr) serpent can be considered a dragon, as it is morphologically similar to Fifftiir 
though it is lacking wings and poisonous spit (54).
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the dragon and bora grow, the direct correlation between the maturation of Pora and the 

maturation of her dragon creates a widening gap of threat that consistently increases as the 

conquer-ability of Pora and her dragon becomes less and less likely. Thus, bora’s tale becomes 

one that requires a courageous young hero. Ragnar Loδbrok is a young man, described as about 

fifteen years of age, which adds to Jakobsson’s argument that youth and the conquest of fear go 

hand-in-hand (41). The following passage describes details commonly discussed by theorists 

who have utilized bora’s tale:

Finally there was no more room for it in the chest and the snake lay coiled in a 

ring around it. And later there wasn’t even enough space for it in Thora’s cabin, 

and the snake kept growing and so did the gold. Now it lay outside and encircled 

the cabin so that its head touched its tail, and it did not like to be approached, and 

no one dared to come near the cabin because of this dragon, except the man 

assigned to feed it, and the dragon required a whole steer for every meal 

(Crawford 89).

Whether bora’s place of residence is a small house, chamber, or a small enclosed grotto, the 

dragon grows so large that it encompasses her living space (Crawford 89). Even before the 

dragon grows large enough to envelope bora’s living area it lives upon her casket or small chest 

(Crawford 89) which arguably could be a physical representation of bora’s “locked” virginity. 

The fear of anything keeping Pora from her duties as princess (i.e. to marry and produce heirs) at 

that point is rather small. Yet, the dragon grows and embodies bora’s life as a physical symbol of 

fear of womanly power: the power to guard herself and to withhold her virginity. Reclusive 

women tend to be viewed negatively in literature as spinster women or witches15. The fear is of 

15 An exception to this rule is nnns. Nnns are often highly regarded reclusive, rcligious figures who in many ways 
hold personal autonomy and independence, unlike many women throughout medieval times.
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her reclusive nature and lack of interest in a princess’ social obligations, and of her dragon, 

which is the visual representation of the horror and threat of her not following the “role" she is 

expected to play. The way bora’s father spoils her with many gifts such as her lyngormr and her 

cottage suggests that some of bora’s independence or even naivete toward the social mores and 

expectations for a princess are indeed her fatheir’s fault. In Old Norse society, it would be 

expected that her father, the Jarl, would instill in his daughter the importance of her roles. As his 

daughter Pora is, in turn, his responsibility and property until the time at which she marries. The 

Jarl observes the people’s distrust and fear of the situation, (Porir engi ma∂r at koma til 

skemmunnar fyrir Pessum ormi “No one dared to come to the chamber because of the serpent”/6 

and decides he must rectify the situation. Thus, he sends out an appeal to anyone who can kill the 

dragon (Jakobsson 42). The indication that the Jarl will allow anyone to wed his daughter “no 

matter what family he was from" displays his desperation to fix the situation with the lyngormr 

(Crawford 89). Larrington suggests that the dragon is a guardian to protect bora’s chastity by her 

father’s design and, therefore, merely an obstacle that must be eliminated before Pora can marry. 

Larrington also claims the dragon is the courtly representation of feminine danger or the “decent 

resistance" that a woman shows toward a wooer (59). If bora’s action did indeed follow this 

pattern, why would her father so hastily and nonchalantly offer his daughter to whomever? All of 

these links to bora’s dragon in particular and the greed and desire for treasure associated with 

dragons in the larger sense are related to the way in which Pora hordes herself from the world. In 

this scenario, the dragon acts as the buffer point, a replicate power of opposition to the male 

social herrschaft (“rule”). 16

16 This translation by Jakobsson represents the situation plainly as a basic fear for their lives. However, due to the 
extensive use of metaphorical meaning within the Old Norse and Old Icelandic texts, there has to be a more 
extensive reason for the fear and mistrust of Pora in this situation than such basic fear, as the audience would read 
more into it as we do now.
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When Ragnar enters what was originally bora’s story, he relinquishes bora’s power 

through killing her dragon. This is despite his seeming lack of interest in defeating the dragon 

even after hearing about the Jarl’s proposal (Crawford 89). Much emphasis is placed on Ragnar's 

choice of garb as he prepares special, yet strange, “shaggy” pants and a “shaggy” cloak boiled in 

pitch (Crawford 90). Ragnar uses these clothes to keep himself from being burned by the 

dragon’s blood, and he rolls in sand before approaching the cabin and brutally stabbing the 

dragon several times, ultimately killing it by piercing it in the back and leaving behind the head 

of his spear in its skin (Crawford 90). Much like the sword, the spear is a universally accepted 

phallic symbol (FriSriksdottir 67). Ragnar asserts his masculine macht (“might”) by waving 

around and stabbing the opposing power with his phallic weapon. Therefore, if the dragon is the 

symbolic protector of bora’s virginity, then it follows that the brutal stabbing of the lyngormr 

would be consistent with the rape of bora’s power and breaking of the girdle of her chastity, or 

arguably, the rape of bora herself. The dragon is thus the impetus of bora’s metaphorical rape as 

well as the proxy to the literal violent act. Ragnar lays claim to bora and the dragon-slaying later 

with the spear shaft which fits the spearhead, the motif suggests a potential false claimant. Such 

as in Gottfried von Strassburg^s Tristan11 in which Tristan cuts off the dragon’s tongue, but 

another suitor brings the dragon’s head and attempts to claim the princess’ hand (Larrington 55). 

The difference between the situation with Ragnar and bora and Tristan is that Tristan slices the 

dragon’s tongue off, rather than merely stabbing the dragon. If the logic follows, the slicing of 

the tongue would signify silencing the dragon and through metaphorical similitude as argued in 

this chapter, the silencing of women.

11 Tristan is commonly alongside 'AOlfram von Eschenbach’s Parzival and The Nibelungenlied, both
Middle High German texts that will be referenced later within the next chapter in this argument.
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CONCLUSION

Though bora’s segment within the Sagas is brief, the context of her story is intriguing in 

the sense that it does not follow the “typical” dragon-princess story in which the hero saves the 

damsel who is threatened by the dragon; rather her dragon lives amicably with her and is not an 

enslaving brute or captor. These saga tales, “The Lay of Fafnir” and bora’s segment of The 

Volsunga Sagas as presented in this chapter, are meant to compare the similarities between the 

female character and the dragon and the ways their roles play out in each instance. Both saga 

tales display a character (Fafnir and Pora, respectively) as becoming a site of male violence. The 

interpretation of female characters and dragons’ similarities as conquests can be applied in 

similar traditions of literature. In the next chapter, the characters of Kriemhild and Brunhild from 

The Nibelungenlied will be discussed in comparison with Fafnir and Pora as to how each is a 

victim of male socially sanctioned violence. Whether the violence is enacted directly such as 

with Brunhild or indirectly as with Kriemhild, each example replicates the metaphorical dragon 

conquest. Silencing the dragon or women thus becomes the quelling of the danger or threat 

which symbolizes subversive behaviors, namely sexual and political autonomy and power.
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Chapter 2

Female Monstrosity and Draconitas'. Kriemhild∕Guδrun and BrunhildZBrynhild

Unlike the other stories that have been discussed up until this point, The Nihelungenlied 

contains no live dragons; yet, there is still space within the narrative for what will be called 

metaphorical dragons. Metaphorical dragons can appear in different forms, but the most 

prominent and captivating instance is in comparison with the characters of women in such texts 

as The Nihelungenlied and the Norse Sagas. The Nihelungenliedi3 was written by an anonymous 

authori9 around 1200 CE in the Middle High Germanic period (Camacho 143). It is an epic that 

is essentially a hybrid adaptation of Thidrekssaga and The Volsunga Sagas. The Middle High 

German story mainly follows two crucial heroes: Siegfried and Gunther and their female 

counterparts: Kriemhild and Brunhild. The Nihelungenlied is ultimately a tragic tale about love 

and loss, the consequences of acting outside expected societal roles, and the cruel ends which 

result from faulty behaviors. Kriemhild and Brunhild from The Nihelungenlied are “dragonish”; 

they hold dragon-like traits within their stories and have basically interchangeable roles within 

the stories as the character of a dragon. This connection can be explained through an analogy 

created by Joyce Tally Lionarons using the guest/host relationship as its foundation: the hero 

remains the hero in any dragon-slaying scenario, but the victim is always expressed as monstrous 

by virtue of his/her/its defeat (12). An important component of this argument is how male 

characters resort to conquering women in the same way they would conquer a beast or dragon. In 

The Nihelungenlied. the conquest of female bodies by male heroes is markedly expressed 

through the arguable rape of Brunhild during the bedroom scheme (Hatto 91-93). The analysis of

18 The translation used within this thesis is A.T. Hatto’s The Nihelungenlied.
19 According to Hatto, the poet was likely a minstrel and not a knight (354). Evidence suggests that the poet was 
writing between 1195 and 1205 CE. and lived between Passau and Vienna (293). There is a strong view among 
scholars that suggests the pod’s patron was Bishop Wolfger of Passau (358).
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the woman-dragon relationship within this chapter will also consider each woman’s counterpart 

from The Volsunga Sagas, specifically Guδrun and Brynhild. The characters will be compared 

and examined through the primary traits of dragons such as prophetic sight and magic, greed or 

hoarding, and “monstrous” or deviant behavior20 21.

20 “Monstrous” or deviant in this context references what Dana Oswald discusses in the introduction to her book, 
Monsters, Gender, and Sexuality in Medieval English Literature: monstrous bodies reflect inherent human problems 
particularly in relation to sex, gender, and reproduction (2). This thesis especially focuses on the way that 
“monstrosity” can relate to deviant or aberrant behaviors in humans, and more specifically women.
21 Hagen is vassal and kinsman to the Burgundian kings: Gunther, Gernot, and Giselher (Kriemhiid's brothers) 
(Hatto 402).

From the outset of The Nibelungenlied it is clear that this tale, like many that precede it, 

is male-dominant and everything that happens throughout the tale circulates around the main, 

male hero, Siegfried. As suggested, Brunhild and Kriemhild are female characters whose entire 

narratives revolve around the male characters, Siegfried, Gunther, and Hagen21. There are 

traditions within Old German society that dictated the responsibilities and acceptable roles of 

wives such as the social obligation of hospitality (FriSriksdottir 39-40). In Jana Scliuhnaifs essay 

“Women, Feasts, and Violence in Icelandic Epic”, she discusses how feasts were a civilized 

medieval practice where hosts had the opportunity to show hospitality and learn social 

conventions (212). Feasts, though generally showcased in literature as ceremonial, are designated 

as representative of threats to social stability and are a lesson on moderation (Schulman 212). 

Schulman describes “moderation” as the need for women to marry well and follow socially 

expected roles in society, but she ascertains that the main danger is female violence (212). Both 

the characters of Kriemhild and Brunhild are referred to as “dragonish” in regard to their 

inability to conform to traditional host and guest relationships in Lionarons book The Medieval 

Dragon: The Nature of the Beast in Germanic Literature (12).
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In Images of Old Norse Women, Jochens says that there are four different subcategories 

of female characters in Old Norse texts, each performing a different literary function: The 

Prophetess/Sorceress, the Warrior Woman, the Whetter, and the Avenger (qtd. By FriSriksdottir 

6). Most of the literary functions are self-explanatory, with the exception of the “Whetter” 

woman which is a female character who incites, usually through a speech act, a man to take 

physical action (FriSriksdottir 17). Kriemhild and Brunhild play different literary functions 

throughout the text: Kriemhild as Prophetess and Avenger, respectively, and Brunhild as Warrior 

Woman and Whetter, respectively. The dynamic between the characters of Brunhild and 

Kriemhild is intriguing in that they are virtually each other’s foil and antithesis throughout the 

story. Kriemhild and Brunhild follow opposing narrative arcs as Kriemhild veers away from the 

position of courtly woman and Brunhild becomes more of a courtly woman as the story goes on 

(Grimstad and Wakefield 241). Yet both characters share many characteristics and traits such as 

being strong-willed and brazen at times, as well as positions in the world they inhabit as queens 

to very rich, powerful kings. As Brunhild and Kriemhild continue through the story, they both 

play a version of the “Other” and the courtly lady (Grimstad and Wakefield 240). Brunhild, 

whose beginnings were rather Amazonian, becomes a courtly woman once she is “tamed” by 

Siegfried and Gunther, whereas Kriemhild begins as a courtly lady and later becomes more and 

more like the “Other” (Grimstad and Wakefield 241). This is what Kaaren Grimstad and Ray 

Wakefield describe as “Inflexion” or the way which someone transforms from benevolent to 

brutalist or vice versa (242). Notably, as an example, Kriemhild performs all her socially 

expected roles in the beginning of the story but is portrayed as vindictive and unsympathetic for 

the remainder of the story after Siegfried is killed (Camacho 148).
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The Nibelungenliedbegins with the character of Kriemhild dreaming about a falcon being 

torn apart by two eagles; her mother, Uote, interprets this dream as the tragic outcome of her 

future encounter with love. Thus, Kriemhild swears off marriage (Hatto 18). Yet, when Siegfried 

comes to the Rhine to woo Kriemhild, she instantly falls in love with him. This occurs despite 

the fact that they do not officially meet one another until he has been with the Burgundians, her 

people, for over a year. As a courtly act, King Gunther presents his sister, princess Kriemhild, to 

Siegfried after he helps the Burgundians fight off their enemies, the Saxons (Hatto 33). When 

Gunther determines that he desires Queen Brunhild of Iceland as his queen, Siegfried quickly 

concedes to help him; his condition is that once Brunhild is brought back to Worms, Kriemhild 

will be given to him in marriage (Hatto 54). Upon Gunther’s agreement to Siegfried’s terms, 

they set off to Iceland to conquer Queen Brunhild for King Gunther. At this point in the story, 

Brunhild is queen of her own country, possesses great physical strength, and requires that her 

chosen mate be able to beat her in three competitions before she will agree to marry him. The 

man who loses the competition, loses his head (Hatto 53).

The dissension within the story begins when Siegfried and Gunther go to achieve 

Brunhild’s hand in marriage. From this action spring all of the main conflicts within the story, 

including the arguments between Brunhild and Kriemhild regarding social and political power 

and status. The reason that the argument between the two women is highly relevant in this tale 

stems from the two-part deception that Siegfried and Gunther enact upon Brunhild. The context 

of the deceptions requires background into Siegfried’s character, which is provided when he first 

arrives in Worms through Hagen’s brief historiography of his accomplishments to date. Hagen 

regales the Burgundians with Siegfried’s great feats, including his slaying of the Nibelungs, his 

gaining of the Nibelung treasure, and his slaying a dragon and bathing within its blood which 
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causes his skin to become “horny” and basically impenetrable (Hatto 27). Hagen discloses that 

the dwarf, Alberich, who is now Siegfried’s treasurer, gave Siegfried a cloak of invisibility 

(Hatto 28), which is utilized in the conquest of Brunhild and is key to the first of the two-part 

deception of Brunhild. During Gunther’s “wooing” of Brunhild, Siegfried bore the brunt of the 

challenges by wearing the cloak and making it appear that Gunther was the victor. This trick 

thus enacts the initial troublesome deception of Brunhild.

The second deception happens after Gunther returns home with his new bride, Brunhild. 

Reminded of his promise, Gunther gives his sister, Kriemhild, to Siegfried in matrimony (Hatto 

85). This action concerns Brunhild as she has seen Siegfried acting as Gunther’s vassal in 

Iceland22. This confusion and frustration on Brunhild’s part leads her to withhold the pleasures of 

the wedding night from Gunther until he can explain to her why he would give his sister away to 

a vassal (Hatto 88). “‘Sir,’ she said ‘you must give up the thing you have set your hopes on, for it 

will not come to pass. Take good note of this: I intend to stay a maiden till I have learned the 

truth about Siegfried’” (Hatto 88). Gunther tries to overpower her, but to no avail as Brunhild is 

still much more powerful than he is in physical strength. In response to his attempts, she hangs 

him on a hook on the wall all night until dawn, at which point she pulls him down and lets him 

sleep on the bed, where he keeps his distance after his humiliation. Later that day, Gunther 

laments to Siegfried about his embarrassment and humiliation, to which Siegfried proposes 

another farce. To deceive Brunhild a second time, Siegfried again cloaks himself and hides in 

Brunhild and Gunther’s room until the attendants leave and the lights are out. Then instead of 

Gunther, Siegfried wrestles Brunhild until she admits defeat and allows Gunther, who takes the 

place of Siegfried, to have his intimacies with her (Hatto 92). Kriemhild and Brunhild are 

22 There is a suggestion in the text that Brunhild had known Siegfried previously. which is also suggested through 
Siegfried’s knowledge of Brunhild when Gunther initially states his intent to win her (“An Introduction to a Second 
Reading”, A.T. Hatto 295).
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victims of male aggression according to Beittina Bildhauer in her essay “Mourning and Violence: 

Kriemhild’s Incorporated Memory” (60). This series of events incites the conflict between both 

the women in the story where they struggle verbally with the question of who holds higher status 

and power which leads Kriemhild to insult Brunhild. The insult to Brunhild’s honor and status23 

starts the domino effect of deaths within the tale, as Hagen takes advantage of Brunhild’s social 

wound to plan Siegfried’s demise and through this action creates Kriemhild’s desire for 

vengeance against Hagen and her brothers, who are accomplices of the murder.

In the medieval Germanic period’s codes and laws, vengeance is typically deemed the 

purview of men (Camacho 141). Vengeance is understood to be a violent action linked to war, 

and war was not considered a place for women (Camacho 141). As Bildhauer terms it: “men kill, 

women die” (62). Of course, women were not exempt from the potential for vengeful actions, but 

it was not considered ladylike and was in opposition to the courtly traditions entering the sphere 

of popularity near the time that The Nibelungenlied was written. Typically, a woman would use 

incitement speeches to enlist a man to act for her, such as Brunhild did with Hagen 

(FriSriksdottir 17-19). Women mainly functioned as property or objects moved by the laws of 

men (Camacho 142). Though “Honor” as a concept is considered to be only for those with royal 

blood or of noble birth, which would make it, socially speaking, acceptable in this situation 

between Kriemhild and Brunhild (Camacho 143). Physical violence was also considered 

inappropriate for women around the time of the composition of The Nibelungenlied (Schulman 

210).

According to Teresa Camacho, Kriemhild is depicted in a misogynistic way, as a sexual 

and powerful being, a “blood-thirsty bitch hell-bent on seeking retribution for a wrong she

23 "How could a vassal’s paramour ever wed a King'.’” (Hiitto 114). This insult by Kriemhild suggests that she 
believes that Siegfried had obtained her maidenhead before her own husband, Gunther (Hatto 114). 
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instigated” (151). She is a woman who breaks men’s laws and thus brings destruction down upon 

herself as a metaphorical representation of Eve in being the cause of the deaths of her own 

family (151). Through her sexuality, Kriemhild leads men (Siegfried, Hagen, Etzel, and her 

brothers) to take action that they would not have otherwise taken (151). There is a rift between 

the Nordic traditions presented in the source material, which emphasizes blood relations as held 

in high priority, and the feudal culture presented in texts like The Nibelungenlied, which 

prioritizes marital ties over blood relations as it focuses more on contractually related issues 

(Grimstad and Wakefield 246-7). In the Nibelungenlied, marriage is considered to lie above 

blood ties, which leads Kriemhild to betray her blood kin in retribution for the slaying of her 

husband and to destroy the Burgundian line (Camacho 150).

The narrative changes incited by the move from Nordic heritage to Germanic feudal 

culture may explain some of the inconsistencies between the original source material in The 

Volsunga Sagas and the newer Germanic tale. Yet some of the traditions are essential to the story 

and must remain, including the death of Siegfried, the betrayals of Brunhild resulting in her 

being tricked into marrying the wrong man, and the monstrous betrayal of Kriemhild/GuSrun 

toward her kin (whether it be Hagen and her brother or her sons and Atli) that is instigated by 

Brunhild’s outrage (Grimstad and Wakefield 247). The violations of social conduct that 

Kriemhild enacts on her own family include what Grimstad and Wakefield comport as the 

contractual bonds and breaches of hospitality politics that are based “on honor/shame 

imperatives” which dictate the monstrous behaviors of the women in The Nibelungenlieid (248). 

Beyond violations of social mores and somewhat superficial indications of feminine monstrosity 

in The Nibelungenlied, there is the more metaphorical basis for each clιaractcers relatability to 

the character of the dragon, which will be discussed further in the next two sections.
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Kriemhild and gudrun dreams, treasure, and vengeance

Kriemhild’s Prophetic Dreams:
The main ways that Kriemhild’s character mimics dragonish traits is through her 

prophesying abilities, her hoarding tendencies, and her monstrous behaviors in her revenge plot. 

As mentioned early in the text, Kriemhild is not interested in love or marriage as a young 

woman. She has a dream about rearing a falcon that is then torn apart by two Eagles while she is 

not watching; Kriemhild designates this event as the worst ever to have happened to her (Hatto 

18). Her mother interprets her dream thus: “‘The falcon you are rearing is a noble man who, 

unless God preserve him, will soon be taken from you’” (Hatto 18). To this Kriemhild adamantly 

proclaims she will always be free of a “warrior’s love” (Hatto 18). This reaction is reminiscent of 

Pora’s in Ragnar’s Saga. Pora does not proclaim her wish to be free of man’s love, but rather 

keeps herself free of man’s love until her father forces her to marry through offering her up to the 

first man able to kill her guardian dragon (Crawford 89). The dream that Kriemhild has is a 

prophetic dream as it foreshadows her love for Siegfried and his demise by the two eagles, 

Hagen and Gunther. Obviously, Kriemhild does fall in love and does marry Siegfried even after 

this foresight into her tragic future love. Later, Kriemhild has more dreams foretelling Siegfried's 

death. Before he leaves to go hunting she tells him,

‘I dreamt last night—and an ill-omened dream it was—’ said lord Siegfried's 

noble queen, weeping with unrestrained passion, ‘that two boars chased you over 

the heath and the flowers were dyed with blood! How can I help weeping so? I 

stand in great dread of some attempt against your life. —What if we have 
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offended any men who have the power to vent their malice on us? Stay away, my 

lord, I urge vou^ (Hatto 124).

In the same conversation, Kriemhild tells Siegfried of another dream about two mountains 

crushing him. Kriemhild knows that both dreams portend Siegfried’s death and that she will 

never see him alive again; however, it is unclear if the dreams are real prophecies or if Kriemhild 

is making up these dreams as excuses to dissuade Siegfried from putting his life in jeopardy once 

she realizes what she told Hagen about Siegfried’s weakness is a threat to his life. FriSriksdottir 

contends that dreams and their interpretations are linked with female character and are valid in 

the warnings they offer (30)24 Regardless, Siegfried does nothing about Kriemhild’s dreams.

2''1 Men who ignore dreams that protent their deaths or their harm arc not uncommon in medieval literature. For 
examples in the Song of Roland, Charlemagne has dreams that he will be betrayed and even so he does nothing to 
prevent it.

Although foresight was considered a socially sanctioned trait in women, especially 

women of high social status (FriSriksdottir 29), the male characters in the stories do not consider 

fortune telling and prophetic dreams of great import or a legitimate reason to avoid marriage or 

hunting. These interactions between Kriemhild and Siegfried are similar to the scene in which 

the nixies warn Hagen of the Burgundians’ fate if they go to the Hunnish court (Hatto 193-4). 

After the interaction with the nixies, the Burgundians continue toward Hungary even though they 

have been told that no one will survive except the Chaplain (Hatto 194). These premonitions tend 

to be given only to remind the reader of what is supposed to happen next and not to dissuade the 

characters from their actions. The beings that purvey prophetic insights tend to be magical, but 
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also, more often than not, female or “feminine” as magic is the domain of women25 26 * 28 29. The nixies 

warn the Burgundians in The Nibelungenlied, Fafnir warns Sigurδ26 regarding his demise in The 

Volsunga Sagas, and Kriemhild warns Siegfried and in all of these cases the advice is ignored. 

And, all of the advice is tied to what Fafnir identifies as the cause of Sigurδ∕Siegfried,s demise, 

namely, the hoard of treasure27. The treasure is important in both texts as it drives the characters 

to the same ends, displaying how greed leads to human misfortune and death.

25 It is not that men do not perform magic in Old Norse and Old Icelandic literature, but that women are seen using 
magic more often than men because men have other forms of agency where women do not, such as discussed in the 
prior chapter in regard to Freya’s seidr magic and knowledge (FriSriksdottir 47).
26 Sigurd is Siegfried’s counterpart in the Volsunga Sagas.
27 Note this is also important in The Nibelungenlied as the allusions to the source material in the Volsunga Sagas 
where the treasure is known to be cursed (Schulman 224).
28 “The personification of malice, greed, destruction (the evil side of heroic life)” (Tolkien 114).
29 Before she married, it is suggested that she turned down many suitors per her initial assertion to her mother that 
she would never love a man (Koplowitz-Breier 15).

KriemhiId and the Nibelung Treasure:

The Nibelung treasure is one of the elements of the story that connects Kriemhild to the 

dragon. This connectivity is controversial as the characteristics associated with Kriemhild and 

the treasure represents a kind ofdraconitas13. In this sense, draconitas can be linked to women’s 

deviant or faulty behaviors in medieval society. Kriemhild’s draconitas then is her desire for 

power and independence beyond what she already has as a wife to a powerful king. As Anat 

Koplowitz-Breier asserts, Kriemhild’s rebellious nature manifests itself even after she marries 

Siegfried29 in that she insists on receiving her share of the family inheritance and, even more 

than that, requests that Hagen accompany her and Siegfried to Xanten, Siegfried’s homeland. 

The fact that Kriemhild seeks her part of the family inheritance elucidates her desire for 
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independent power (15). Siegfried has the authority to accept or refuse Kriemhild’s inheritance3°, 

and he does reject possession of Kriemhild’s share of the land; yet, he cannot deny her the right 

to bring a thousand of her brother’s army to Xanten as it is her familial right as part of her 

sanctioned dowry (Hatto 95-6). Even though Kriemhild conforms to the social conventions and 

duties of marriage, she does not intend to “be merely a queen by virtue of her husband (consor 

regni) but owner of her own personal property and knights” (Koplowitz-Breier 15). Kriemhild 

seeks to protect her political and social position throughout the text even after Siegfried’s tragic 

death at the hand of Hagen. She initially does so as an independent widow in the Burgundian 

court, and then as a queen in possession of her own property in the Hunnish court of Etzel 

(Koplowitz-Breier 16):

Such a portrayal of Kriemhild suggests a fear that when a woman is not confined 

by the limits of her object status, she will recognize no boundaries at all. 

Kriemhild’s subject status, then, is not only a transgression of male prerogative 

but also a threat to the gender ideology that underwrites the narrative structure 

itself (Ann Mary Rasmussen qtd. by Koplowitz-Breier 17).

Kriemhild’s acceptance of Etzel’s marriage proposal stems directly from her desire for power 

outside of Hagen’s influence. In agreeing to the marriage, she is able to perform her revenge 

against him and her brothers (Koplowitz-Brier 16).

The poet makes deliberate note of the palace that is erected for Kriemhild to live in for 

over three years in Burgundy after Siegfried’s death. Kriemhild lives there for the entirety of that 

time without seeing either her brother, Gunther, or Hagen (Hatto 145). Kriemhild begins her 

“inflexion” from courtly woman to “monstrous” mate by rebelling against the limits of the

30 Siegfried, as Kriemhild’s husband, can act freely as her legal guardian without consulting her Pirst, though she 
does remind him in the text that though he may renounce her inheritance, he cannot ignore the bonds of feudal 
allegiance (Hatto 95).
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feminine social expectations to ultimately rebelling against familial and tribal expectations 

(Koplowitz-Brier 17). Kriemhild’s abundance incites Hagen’s desire to bring the Nibelung 

treasure back to Worms, the Burgundians’ capital (Hatto 95). Thus, begins Gunther and Hagen’s 

second deception of Kriemhild as they work their way back into her good graces and convince 

her to have the Nibelung treasure brought to Burgundy (Hatto 146). In this way, they steal her 

“hoard” through manipulation. Their deceptive acts make Kriemhild into a symbolic dragon who 

has been hoarding the Nibelung treasure until the point at which she commands the treasure to be 

brought to Worms. Though ultimately, through the brothers’ scheming, the treasure is sunk in the 

Rhine due to protestations by the youngest brother, Giselher, who does not condone the others’ 

desire to keep the treasure (Hatto 309). Since Hagen and Gunther sunk the treasure, they are not 

able to escort the Nibelung treasure to the Hunnish court and extend it to Kriemhild (after she 

remarries) when she asks for it (Hatto 216-217). There is also an implication that Hagen knows 

the whereabouts of the treasure and wishes to return to procure it at a later date, thus still keeping 

it for himself (Hatto 149).

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the hoard is described as Sigιuιri^s demise by Fafnir 

in the Volsunga Sagas (The Poetic Edda 160). Thus, as Schulman states, the gold is cursed and 

brings nothing but misery to those who possess it or believe that they do (224). Ten years later, 

when Kriemhild asks Hagen as to the whereabouts of the Nibelung treasure in EtzeTs court 

(Hatto 216-7), it reasserts her wish to own personal property and obtain the power that goes 

along with it. This desire for power and property is similar to the greedy desire for gold with 

which dragons are associated. Yet the hoarding of power on Kriemhild’s part expresses a 

departure from women’s roles even for a queen, who would be expected to rely on her husband’s 

judgment. Kriemhild’s reaching indicates a fear of women breaching the conventions of the 
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social expectations and gender ideology during the time period, which is manifested in the 

depiction of Kriemhild’s un-tempered revenge (i.e. her slaying of Hagen with Siegfried’s sword). 

Even King Etzel is forced to recognize the unacceptable actions of his wife, lamenting: “‘Alas!’ 

cried this prince, ‘that the best knight who ever bore shield should now lie slain by a woman! 

Although I was his enemy, great is the grief it gives me!’” (Hatto 290-1). Following this speech 

by Kriemhild’s husband, the knight Hildebrand31 jumps forward and slays Kriemhild for her 

violent actions (Hatto 291).

31 Hildebrand is the master-at-arms at the Huns court for King Etzel and the trainer of Dietrich (Hatto 403), the 
knight who brought King Etzel’s marriage offer to Kriemhild. Hildebrand is known in other stories including his 
own lay, The Lay of Hildebrand.
32 Atli is the Old Icelandic translation of Attila the Hun, and Etzel is the High Germanic translation of that name 
(Crawford xx, 135).

Kriemhild and Gudrun as Instruments of Vengeance:

Several of Kriemhild’s “monstrous” behaviors connect her to the dragon; especially of 

note is her revenge on her brothers and Hagen during which she sacrifices her son by Etzel, 

Ortlieb, slays Hagen with Siegfried’s sword, and burns down the Hunnish court. Comparatively, 

however, the character of Kriemhild in The Nibelungenlied is milder in destruction and 

“monstrous” behavior than her analogous source character, Guδrun, in The Volsunga Sagas. The 

main difference between the stories is that Guδrun reconciles with her brothers and then is 

betrothed against her will to Atli32. In this account, it is Atli who plays the vicious, dragonish 

host. He initially invites Gudrun’s brothers to the Hunnish court and captures them in battle 

while Guδrun fights alongside them (Grimstad and Wakefield 244). This is important because in 

this version, Atli attempts to learn the whereabouts of the Nibelung treasure from the brothers 

and, upon the realization that they will not tell him where it is, kills them all. The slaughter of the 

brothers incites Guδrun to enact her revenge on the Hunnish court through her “deadly banquet” * 3 
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(Grimstad and Wakefield 244). For this “deadly banquet” Guδrun kills her two sons with Atli 

and serves their blood and hearts to Atli and the Huns, stabs Atli after he drunkenly falls asleep, 

and then sets the castle aflame (Grimstad and Wakefield 244). Guδrun,s ability to commit such 

vengeful and violent actions is explained by an earlier event: Sigurδ had given her some of the 

dragon heart to eat which then made her fiercer and wiser (Grimstad and Wakefield 244).

The reason for the softening of Kriemhild’s character is the changing of the social 

environment and the understanding of acceptable behaviors in the High Germanic courtly 

society. Even so, Kriemhild’s behavior is still consistent in “monstrosity” and is still considered 

“dragonish” as per Lionarons' definition (12). In The Volsunga Sagas, Guδrun violates the bonds 

of family by killing her children and her husband, Atli, and in The Nibelungenlied, Kriemhild 

violates the sacred bonds of family by promoting the deaths of her own siblings and then literally 

killing their bondsman, Hagen. Both actions are seen as retributions. Guδrun avenges her 

brothers and Kriemhild avenges her murdered husband, Siegfried. As discussed earlier, there is a 

definite shift in traditions that created this change in focal family bonds. In The Volsunga Sagas, 

Atli is calls Guδrun “Grimm” meaning “Cruelty Incarnate” which indicates a connection 

between these versions of GuSruniZKriemhild and the analogous character from Thidrekssaga, 

Grimhild (Grimstad and Wakefield 244). The notion that GuSruniZKriemhild is “cruelty 

incarnate” recalls Tolkien’s suggestion in his essay, “Beowulf: The Monsters and the Critics” 

that the dragon in Beowulf, Beowulf’s bane, is a draco, death and evil incarnate (114).

Guδrun and Kriemhild do not reflect the ideal of motherhood. Guδrun, of course, kills 

her two sons with Atli and Kriemhild delivers her first son, Gunther II, Siegfried’s heir, to the 

care of Sigmund, Siegfried’s father (Hatto 143), and her second son, Ortlieb, to his death (243). 

When the Burgundians visit Hungary, Kriemhild brings her son out to show to them. Arguably 
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Kriemhild takes this action to taunt the Burgundians as it soon inspires a violent response. "And 

Hagen the doughty warrior struck Ortlieb so that the blood washed along the sword to his hands 

and the boy's head fell into the Queen's lap, unleashing a vast and savage slaughter among 

warriors" (Hatto 243). The text implicitly suggests that this action of killing her son is what 

instigates the later battle33 33 34 Kriemhild’s only justification for her violent actions and revenge is 

her grief over her first husband, Siegfried's, death (Hatto 290).

33 Though in the chapter preceding Ortlieb's death, Dancwart, (Hagen’s younger brother, vassal of the Burgundians 
particularly vassal to Giselher), kills lord Bloedelin (Hatto 402).
34 Bloedelin is the brother of King Etzel (Hatto 401).

GuSrun’s killing of her children and feeding them to her husband is an explicit violation 

of the guest-host relationship (Schulman 225). Female characters in similar tales are given the 

recourse to remit themselves from their violent actions and their great grief through suicide; yet, 

GuSrun cannot effectively remove herself from the picture even if she does want to die, as she is 

denied the option of burning up in flames with Atli’s body as he lies dead in bed, (Schulman 

226). Kriemhild, conversely, is not given the option to live, as her final act is too gruesome for 

the courtly men to allow that (Hatto 291). The action of ending their family lines taken by both 

GuSrun and Kriemhild exemplifies their relationship with the beginning of life and its inevitable 

end (Johansen 88). The human, particularly male, fear of certain behaviors, especially those not 

associated with ideal female roles such as monstrosity or supernatural interactions, and the 

women’s connections to the end of life have a crucial link to dragons as argued in the last 

chapter. Kriemhild’s victimhood from male violence, which is inflicted upon her indirectly 

(Bildhauer 60), aligns her with all the other female characters and dragons discussed herein as. 

Bildhauer asserts that Kriemhild incorporates Siegfried’s wounds upon herself as a Freudian 

form of grief in which one player ingests the other, thereby essentially becoming the other; in 

this case, Kriemhild becomes Siegfried through her great grief for him (65-66). Kriemhild’s grief 
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for Siegfried becomes a wound inflicted by those who killed him, making her the “passive, 

suppressed object of the interpreter’s attack” (Bildhauer 61). To this effect, Kriemhild’s loss of 

her husband that sends her into mourning for ten years is an injury and equates to being violated 

herself by the perpetrators, namely, Hagen and her brothers (Bildhauer 68). For these reasons, 

Kriemhild is essentially metaphorically raped through proxy in the same way that the dragon is 

violated as proxy for female violation by the hero35.

35 See Chapter 1, page 24.
36 Maiden-Kings as discussed by FriSriksdottir follow a particular narrative function in Old Norse and Old Icelandic 
sagas as a young, noble, unmarried woman depicted as cruel (107). The Maiden-King often rules her own kingdom 
and rejects and mistreats her suitors, though ultimately the male hero outwits or conquers the Maiden-King, 
sometimes even subjecting her to physical violence or violation. The story concludes with the two protagonists 
marrying (FriSriksdottir 107).

BRUNHILD AND BRYNHILD: WOMAN AS DRAGON

While Brunhild is an essential character to the plot of The Nihelungenlied, she virtually 

disappears after playing her part at the beginning of the narrative. Brunhild enters the story as a 

rebellious, enticingly beautiful, and powerful queen or “maiden-king”36 who fights men for her 

love (Koplowitz-Brier 18). Brunhild, as previously discussed, swaps roles with Kriemhild 

throughout the story. Brunhild begins as “a rebel against tradition, a woman outside the bounds 

of womanhood as circumscribed by medieval courtly tradition” and then becomes more of a 

courtly woman as Kriemhild moves in the opposite direction toward her ultimate destruction 

(Koplowitz-Brier 18).

From Brunhild’s very first appearance in the text, even in just description, she is closely 

aligned with the “Other” or the “monstrous” and supernatural as she has incomparable strength 

and is blatantly indifferent to the social expectations of royalty to marry (Koplowitz-Brier 19). 
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This indifference toward marriage is similar to both Kriemhild’s and bora’’37 initial indifference 

to marriage. The poet is descriptive of all of Brunhild’s weapons and armor that show off her 

dominant strength. Brunhild’s shield is “a good three spans thick beneath the boss” and her spear 

is so heavy that three of Brunhild’s men can barely lift it on their own (Hatto 65). Brunhild’s 

“Othering” is primarily grounded in the descriptions of her inhuman strength and the 

Burgundians’ multiple comparisons of her to the devil. For example, Hagen states to Gunther, 

“‘We are done for - the woman whose love you desire is a rib of the Devil himself! ’ ’ ’ (Hatto 65), 

and shortly afterward Gunther questions, “‘How could the Devil from Hell survive it?’” (Hatto 

65).

Similarly, Brynhild, Brunhild’s counterpart in The Volsunga Sagas, is linked to the 

monstrous as when Brynhild hears the news of SigurS’s38 death and laughs. Angrily Gunnar* 38 39 40 

lashes out crying, “you are a monster” (Grimstad and Wakefield 243). Another passage that 

represents Brynhild’s dragonish description is from the final stanza of the Eddic poem, “The 

First Lay of GuSrun": “She stood by the pillar, she called on all her strength; from Brynhild, 

daughter of Budli, fire burned from the eyes, poison she snorted, when she looked at the wound 

upon Sigurδ,,40 (qtd. by Grimstad and Wakefield 243). This association of Brunhild with the 

“Other” places her among the different and dangerous (Koplowitz-Brier 19), both common 

descriptions of the monstrous including dragons. Brunhild’s great strength and governing 

37 See Chapter 1 for Pora, pgs. 21-23.
38 Sigurd is Siegfried’s counterpart in The Volsunga Sagas and is also one of the main topic characters of Chapter 1 
in regard to his battle with the dragon, Fafnir.
39 Gunnar is Gunther’s counterpart in The Volsunga Sagas.
40 Brynihild’s original storyline in The Volsunga Sagas includes her suicide upon the pyre that Sigurd burns on, 
which appears to be a replication of her encounter with Sigurd where the first betrayal takes place. The earlier scene 
involves her standing in a fortress ensconced in flame, having vowed to only marry the man who could enter into the 
ring of fire. Ultimately, Sigurd is the only one who can truly enter through the ring, but Sigurd changes shape to pass 
through with Gunnar thus deceiving her (Grimstad & Wakefield 243).
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abilities are both aspects that threaten the male-dominated society. As stated by Charles N. 

Nelson:

One opinion on the Germanic origin of reduced and unequal legal rights for 

women (and other groups such as slaves) is that they were incapable of defending 

themselves with weapons and thus could not participate in judicial combat as a 

means of settling disputes. Branhild’s prowess flies in the face of this finding; 

unless she is robbed of her power she constitutes a threat and a challenge to the 

natural and legal prevailing order (qtd. by Koplowitz-Brier 19).

Brunhild’s ability to rule without the help of a man is part of the reason that Siegfried is initially 

wary of helping Gunther in his conquest of Brunhild. Siegfried’s reluctance is also due to the fact 

that no man survives the games with Brunhild; the men who lose, of which there have been 

many, do not just lose their chance to wed Brunhild but also their heads (Hatto 63). Brunhild is 

thus depowered of her throne and her power over her property when she is defeated by Gunther 

via Siegfried in his invisibility cloak, yet her great strength is preserved until the deceptive 

seduction scene.

By not submitting to Gunther and consummating their marriage, Brunhild challenges the 

male ideology and the male-dominated social structure, and by blatantly ignoring the social 

structures Brunhild’s defiance can be seen as what Gayatri Spivak has referred to as clitorality 

(Jerold C. Frakes qtd. by Koplowitz-Brier 21). Clitorality is a designation for the independent 

female action, whether it be political, sexual, or otherwise, for the sake of a woman’s own 

purposes or desires (Frakes qtd. by Koplowitz-Brier 21). In this situation by default, the woman 

takes on the active role and forces her will upon the other party, which compels the man 

(Gunther) into the passive role and makes the woman (Brunhild) the aggressor (Frakes qtd. by 
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Koplowitz-Brier 21), feminine macht^-. When these kinds of power conflicts arise, the need for 

conquest surfaces such as when one confronts the disruptive power and fear of a dragon or when 

someone (especially a woman) attempts to rise outside of her assigned roles or rise above her 

station41 42. Brunhild being a “maiden-king" is recognized as a threat since she is an independent 

and competent ruler without male sovereign intervention and thus she must be subdued and her 

power relinquished (FriSriksdottir 108-109). Similar to the need to vanquish or conquer the 

“maiden-king" is the need to defeat and defame the dragon. Defeating the dragon is like beating 

the fear of death, overpowering deviant or supernatural behaviors, and vanquishing any other 

external factors that undermine male hegemonic rule and order.

41 This is Weber’s Model of Power (FriSriksdottir 88-89).
42 This advice is given in the poem H0vam0l regarding the prescriptive methods for heroes to treat those around 
them (FriSriksdottir 34).

The second deception of Brunhild by Gunther and Siegfried begins with the episode in 

which Brunhild becomes the aggressor and dominates Gunther hanging him from a nail on the 

wall (Hatto 88). Gunther’s abashedly states, “‘I was utterly humiliated, for I have brought the 

foul fiend home with me!’" as he regales the previous night’s failure to Siegfried (Hatto 89). 

Siegfried jumps to action to help his friend through similar means as their previous scheme, 

using his cloak of invisibility to “tame" Brunhild, though he swears to Gunther that he will not 

have sex with Brunhild (Hatto 90). The fact that Siegfried does not ravish Brunhild in this 

scheme is one of the main differences between The Nibelungenlied and the source material as in 

The Volsunga Sagas it is explicit that Sigurd is the one who violates Brunhild and thus takes the 

prizes of her ring and girdle (Hatto 330). In The Nibelungenlied, Siegfried obtains her girdle and 

ring through mere arrogant pride (Hatto 93). Siegfried’s thoughts, and what may also be 

interpreted as the poet’s understanding of the views of the time, are stated clearly as Siegfried 

wrestles with Brunhild: “‘Alas’ thought the hero, ‘if I now lose my life to a girl, the whole sex 
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will grow uppish with their husbands for ever after, though they would otherwise never be so’” 

(Hatto 92). Siegfried's assertion toward the female sex suggests that women should not withhold 

sex from their husbands. This implicates Brunhild as a hoarder of her virginity. However, “it was 

not long before he (Siegfried) forced the arrogant girl to recant the monstrous resolve which she 

had voiced the night before” (Hatto 92). The poet’s language marks Brunhild as monstrous and 

unwomanly in this act of patriarchal resistance. This power struggle ends with Siegfried 

compelling Brunhild to admit defeat and then leaving with his reward43; immediately after, 

Gunther has his pleasures with his now subdued wife. Brunhild is afterward described as being 

paled (Hatto 93), and together with the loss of her virginity, Brunhild also loses her unique, 

superhuman strength (Koplowitz-Brier 21). The altercation between Brunhild and Kriemhild 

occurs soon after the events of Brunhi H s “taming” and the diminishing of her powers.

Kriemhild’s challenge to Brunlriicds authority and honor, through the insinuation that her 

maidenhood was claimed by Siegfried and not her husband, offends Brunhild to the point that 

she incites men, Hagen in particular, to defend her honor, thus beginning the downward spiral in 

the plot of the story. FriSriksdottir describes incitement speeches by “whetter” characters, such 

as Brunhild, as conveying social sanctioning of male violence that attempts to reconcile the 

“potential disruption of or threat to the present symbolic order” (20-21). Kriemhild’s attacks, 

including displaying the girdle and ring before the court, challenges the sanctity of Brunhiid’s 

marriage to Gunther because of the implication that she relinquished her maidenhood to 

Siegfried not Gunther. Such accusations undermine Bιr^rnlriId’s status (Koplowitz-Brier 21). 

Siegfried’s deception, the “wrestling bed” scheme, is sexually charged, and arguably enacts a 

metaphorical rape of Brunhild, which again connects Brunhild and the dragon. Albrecht Classen 

states that BrunhiId’s power and independence are disrupted by the act of rape by Siegfried and 

43 Siegfried takes Brunhild’s girdle and ring as his reward (Hatto 93).
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that is why she is not heard from for the rest of the story after she enacts her revenge through 

Hagen’s help (531). Brunhild is both synonymous with the character of dragon as conquest, that 

which must be dominated and relinquished of its power and strength, and the fear that goes along 

with that conquest. The way in which Brunhild guards her own chastity through her suitor tests 

arguably can be understood as a form of hoarding, the hoarding of the self. Brunhild’s 

metaphorical rape which causes her great strength to be extinguished resembles the defeat of a 

dragon, especially the defeat of a dragon that leads to the gain of a princess, such as bora, or 

treasure.

CONCLUSION

Even though there are no literal dragons in The Nibelungenlied other than one long-dead 

dragon killed by Siegfried in his youth, the story contains several metaphorical dragons in the 

form of the two main female characters, Brunhild and Kriemhild. Both women hold features that 

are comparable to the traits of a dragon. Kriemhild has many prophetic dreams, hoards the 

Nibelung treasure, and turns into a social threat as she enacts her vengeance on Hagen and her 

brothers. Brunhild is described from the outset as being “monstrous”, and both Kriemhild and 

Brunhild are called a form of “she Satan '' by different male characters throughout the text 

(Koplowitz 19). The “monstrous” behaviors of the women in The Nibelungenlied is ultimately 

caused by the betrayal of the men who inflict harm whether literal or metaphorical as with 

Brunhild, or emotional and contractual as with Kriemhild.

Returning to the idea of the dragonish host and social dictates, if the dragonish guest must 

be conquered or defeated, it is because of the posed threat to the social order, since hegemonic 

control relies on dominant cultural discourse and social myth (Lionarons 12). In this way, the 
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women who must be defeated, Brunhild at the beginning of The Nibelungenlieid and Kriemhild at 

the end, are demarcated as the monstrous (dragons) by nature of being that which must be 

defeated. Thus, the dragonish woman must effectively be destroyed or defeated because of their 

deviance within the social order by defying the dominant powers and male-dominant discourses. 

The outcomes of the analysis of Brunhild and Kriemhild and their counterparts follow those 

present in the previous chapter; either a dragon must be defeated to gain possession of a woman 

or a woman who represents a dragon, a dragonish woman, must be defeated for the sake of 

maintaining male control.
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Conclusion

Since the creation of dragons, they have been a symbol of evil and vile human fault that 

must be conquered by the hero. In some cases, the hero is religious and the dragon is symbolic as 

an anti-Christian force44; in other more secular cases, the dragon demonstrates an opposing force 

to masculine prowess45 46. Regardless of the motif, the dragon character always has a close 

connection to the hero and plays one of several important roles: prophesier, conquest, or 

hoarder/protector. As argued throughout this thesis, women in Old Norse and Middle High 

Germanic texts hold a more synonymous relationship with dragons than the heroes per the 

separation of victims (dragons, women, the “other”) and perpetrators (heroes) within the act of 

conquest. The fear of feminine Machtii6 (“power”) and other “monstrous” behaviors that women 

exhibit throughout medieval literature are the same human faults that dragons assume. In this 

way, the fear of dragons is analogous to the fear of deviance in women.

44 The dragon was depicted as a symbol of Lucifer in medieval Christian practices. Since it represented, “sin or 
Satan, it too must be slain in the Christian view” as quoted by Kathleen M. Walker in her thesis, “Chasing the 
Dragon Tale: Europe’s Fascination and Representation of the Dragon from the Twelfth to the Seventeenth Century” 
(11). This idea represents the dragon as something that must be killed because its death is “the key to paradise”. 
While this mission is literal for Hercules, who has to fight and conquer a dragon to reach the gate to the idyllic 
garden of Hesperides where the golden apples are grown (Charbonneau-Lassay 415-6), it is symbolic for the 
Christian, who interprets the dragon as sin that must be defeated before the sinner can go to heaven.
45 This also, implies impotence. See Chapter 1, pg. 20.
46 See Fribriksdottir 8-9 and 88-90.

Plainly stated, the main argument in this thesis is that through time dragons have been 

utilized as an external representation of women. This is especially the case for the dangers and 

fears associated with women which were prevalent in Old Norse and Middle High Germanic 

societies concurrent in time with the focal texts The Volsunga Sagas, Ragnar’s Saga, and The 

Nihelungenlied. Women and dragons are directly related in the sense that dragons are mainly 

understood as protectors of women or hoarders of treasure, which parallels with women as 
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protectors of themselves or virginity∕chastity47. In this regard, to conquer or obtain the woman or 

treasure, the hero of the tale must defeat the dragon and by doing so tame the danger. This 

danger can be symbolically equivalent to the danger to the patriarchy that an unmarried woman 

represents. This thesis has mainly examined figurative relationships between women’s behaviors 

and roles in the text that relate to those of dragons.

In the first chapter, the characters of SigurS and Fafnir are introduced as the exemplars to 

that illustrate the relationship between heroes and the conquer-ability of women, specifically 

women who stand in as metaphorical dragons and likewise dragons who act as proxies to 

violence enacted against women. The characters that surround the main hero follow similar 

patterns, especially in regard to female characters and those who demonstrate similarities to the 

conquerable or the dragon. Jakobsson describes the dragon as the manifestation of man’s own 

fear as it is projected upon the dragon with fire-breathing or poisoning abilities (Jakobsson 44). 

The fear of dragons and their power equates to the fear of autonomy and power of female 

characters in Old Norse literature as women are also often portrayed in relation to fire or poison 

(Johnasen 88). A crucial point throughout this argument regards the idea of the “other” in 

relation with both dragons and women. The idea of “other” or “monstrous” is commonly placed 

on dragons and women, especially those women who are considered to be deviant from the 

norm.

In chapter one, the main focus is on the princess, Pora, and her dragon given to her by her 

father, the jarl of Gautland. bora’s dragon, who is mainly her protector growing larger and larger 

the longer she owns it, is treated much like Fafnir as a physical threat. In this way, the threat that 

47 See Chapter 1, pg. 21-23, and Chapter 2, pg 45-46.
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is bora’s own body, which is protected from violation by her dragon, is the grounds for a fight, 

the site of which is her dragon. The dragon becomes a proxy to bora’s own body and chastity 

and the growing fear of a divergent, unmarried woman. Pora and her dragon are thus sites of 

sanctioned male violence and the scene itself is a representation of the metaphorical rape of Pora 

herself.

In the second chapter, the characters Kriemhild and Brunhild and their counterparts 

Guδrun and Brynhild are discussed as forms of metaphorical dragons. These characters both 

have a certain amount of draconitas^ through the traits they share with the dragon such as 

foresight and supernatural power, greed or hoarding, and “monstrosity.” Both women are 

examined in their similarity to bora’s dragon in regard to their persons’ treatment as sites of male 

violence. Kriemhild is portrayed as holding the most connections to the dragon in that she has 

prophetic abilities; has a strong connection to greed with her desire for power and the Nibelung 

treasure; and has “monstrous” characteristics played out through her vengeance upon her 

brothers and Hagen. Brunhild is depicted as a “monstrous” woman from her entrance in the story 

and as a maiden-king displays signs of hoarding: her body, her power, and her property. Both 

women fall victim to a form of male violence: metaphorical rape or violation. The woman is a 

form of conquest as subjugation just as the dragon is conquest by the hero because of fear and 

power associated with it.

In Old Norse and medieval Germanic society, women and dragons were frequently 

presented together and for good reason as they both hold many synonymous characteristics and 

roles within the literature they appear. Dragons are the representation of the fears that were 

prevalent for the male-dominant society about women’s’ autonomy, especially sexual, and

48 “The personification of malice, greed, destruction (the evil side of heroic life)” (Tolkien 114). 
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aberrant behaviors which were considered unacceptable or “monstrous." These ideas are 

presented within the study of the texts from Old Norse and Germanic literature. In The Poetic 

Edda’s “The Lay of Fafnir”, the representation of dragon49 as mother or maternal figure displays 

the Freudian idea of destroying the connection to mother or metaphorical rape of said female 

figure as first sexual encounter as necessary to entry into manhood. In the Volsunga 

Sagas/Ragnar’s Saga with Pora and her dragon demonstrates the masculine fear of deviant 

women as those who do not follow conventional feminine roles such as marriage. The 

Nibelungenlied especially expresses the idea of the need for heroes to conquer women who are 

spectacled as “monstrous," dragonish even, through the examples of Brunhild and Kriemhild. In 

some cases, such as with Kriemhild, the threat is colossal warranting the woman or dragon to be 

killed altogether with no intent to redeem the woman or dragon through violation, metaphorical 

rape or any other form of depowering act commonly enacted upon such victims. Hegemonic 

resistance for both powerful and sexually independent women or “monsters" was increasingly 

strong given the scenes that appear in Old Norse and Germanic literature as pure instances of 

warning against what happens when anyone rebels against masculine herrschaft whether woman 

or beast or both.

49 Within this connection with women is the possibility for reconciliation of dragons where they are true victims of 
male violence.
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